SANS CyberTalent Immersion Academy

There is a shortage of cybersecurity talent and the demand for skilled professionals continues to grow. In 2016, there were 348,640 cybersecurity jobs left unfilled because organizations could not find talent with the right skill sets. To help fill the skills gap, the SANS Institute created the SANS CyberTalent Immersion Academy, an intensive, accelerated training program that provides SANS world class training and GIAC certifications to quickly and effectively launch careers in cybersecurity.

The VetSuccess Academies are open to:

- Transitioning service members not more than six months away from separation.
- Veterans less than five years out of the service who are neither currently working in the information security field nor who have prior information security work experience outside of the military service.

The Women's Immersion Academy is open to:

1. Senior in college; preferably (not required) pursuing a degree in a Computer/IT-related field or technical STEM discipline.
2. College graduate and career changers currently not working in the information security field or with prior work experience from the information security field.
3. Must be a U.S. citizens or a permanent legal resident (Green card holder) currently residing in the U.S.

Link to the program details – Click Here.

Here is the actual link if you want to reference it on social media:
https://www.sans.org/cybertalent/immersion-academy#_utma=39724961.1349843229.1506629985.1506629985.1506629985.1&__utmb=39724961.39.9.15066309766588&__utmc=39724961&__utmz=39724961.1506629985.1.1.utmcsr=google|utmccn=(organic)|utmcamp=organic|utmct=n

You are encouraged to share these materials with others, including your family, friends and neighbors. If you have any questions about our activities in October or suggestions on how to improve our cybersecurity efforts, please contact your CyberSecurity Team.
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